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ABSTRACT

Recognition of handwritten characters is complex because of the different shapes and
numbers of characters. Many handwritten character recognition strategies have been
proposed for both English and other major dialects. Bengali is generally considered the
fifth most spoken local language in the world. It is the official and most widely spo-
ken language of Bangladesh and the second most widely spoken among the 22 posted
dialects of India. To improve the recognition of handwritten Bengali characters, we
developed a different approach in this study using face mapping. It is quite effective in
distinguishing different characters. The real highlight is that the recognition results are
more efficient than expected with a simple machine learning technique. The proposed
method uses the Python library Scikit-Learn, including NumPy, Pandas, Matplotlib,
and support vector machine (SVM) classifier. The proposed model uses a dataset de-
rived from the BanglaLekha isolated dataset for the training and testing part. The new
approach shows positive results and looks promising. It showed accuracy up to 94%
for a particular character and 91% on average for all characters.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Handwriting recognition has proven to be quite challenging in recent years. Handwritten characters

by different people show many complexities as it is not identical and varies in shapes and writing styles [1],
[2]. There have been several methods that are introduced for English character recognition. One of the most
applicable techniques is by training neural networks for the acknowledgment of characters [3]. At present, Ben-
gali is one of the utmost spoken languages, placed around fifth in the world and second among the South Asian
Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) countries [4]. In almost all phases of life in Bangladesh and in
some parts of India, language is used to communicate. Around 220 million individuals worldwide presently uti-
lize Bengali to talk and compose reason. A proper machine learning system that works efficiently to recognize
its characters is long overdue for such a widely used language.

In addition, several works have been done onBengali character recognition, where it has been challeng-
ing to achieve better execution and prediction results due to the natural complexity of most Bengali alphabets.
The language has a long and rich scientific heritage of over a thousand years and a history of language evo-
lution. Researchers have presented different types of feature extraction techniques and proposed some new
feature extraction techniques for recognizing handwritten Bengali characters. Since Bengali consists of differ-
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ent parts such as the upper part, middle part, lower part, and disjunctive part, many researchers have developed
anatomical feature extraction techniques [5], [6]. Since the characters can be divided into different zones, re-
searchers have used a zone-based feature extraction method [7]. Islam et al. used a modified syntactic method
for recognizing Bengali handwritten characters [8]. The two most popular classifiers used to classify hand-
written characters are the support vector machine (SVM) and the hidden Markov model (HMM) [9, 10]. In the
SVM, the kernel that works well is the radial basis function (RBF) kernel. It can classify well despite the differ-
ent ways of writing the characters. The Bengali language has fifty basic characters with numerous comparable
signs. To ensure better execution in recognizing the handwritten characters, a method focusing on eleven vowel
characters has been proposed in this paper. Figure 1 represents a sample of eleven handwritten Bengali vowel
characters.

The proposedmethodmainly uses the Python library Scikit-learn [11] and an additional SVMclassifier
on a derived matrix dataset. It has been used to solve pattern recognition problems mostly applied to visual
images. Recognition of Bengali handwritten characters is challenging compared to the published forms of
characters. This is because the characters put on paper by different individuals are not identical and differ in
several features such as size, shape, and orientation of the writing. Scikit-learn is one of the new metrics for
image characterization frameworks that legitimately extract visual examples from pixel images with minimal
pre-processing. Our proposed method classifies individual characters using adapted Scikit-learn functions, such
as classification and regression algorithms, e.g., SVM. SVM is used to classify different shapes, and variants of
handwritten characters from the BanglaLekha-Isolated [12] dataset. The proposed method using SVM exhibits
high ordering accuracy and outperforms several other approaches.

অ আ ই ঈ

উ ঊ ঋ এ

ঐ ও ঔ

Figure 1. Sample of eleven handwritten vowel characters of Bengali alphabet

2. RELATED STUDY
There are several previous research works on the recognition of Bengali handwritten characters. Most

of them use the traditional machine learning approach or neural networks for this task. Convolutional neu-
ral networks (ConvNets or CNNs) are deep artificial neural networks used to classify images, group them by
proximity, and recognize objects within scenes [13], [14]. Numerous computations can recognize faces, street
signs, and numerous pieces of visual information. Hardly less noteworthy work exists for the recognition of
Bengali characters. Bhowmik et al. proposed a combined classifier utilizing the RBF system and SVM, multi-
layer perceptron (MLP) [15]. They considered some comparable characters as a single example and prepared
the classifier for 45 classes [15]. Another work states that three different component extraction strategies were
used in the segmentation phase, but the character samples were divided into 36 classes, combining comparative
characters into a single class [16]. On the other hand, fewer works are not based on ConvNets. One of these
overlooked things is analyzing the pattern of the image as a matrix and use of the Scikit-learn library, which also
specializes in classification and regression algorithms, including SVM. Some studies rely solely on the CNN
architecture. Das et al. [17] proposed a CNN-based architecture for recognizing handwritten Bangla charac-
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ters. The authors achieved 93.18% accuracy for handwritten Bangla vowel characters, 99.5% for digits, and
92.25% for consonant characters. Reza et al. [18] proposed a transfer learning-based model in combination with
CNN to recognize composite characters from basic characters. The authors used a transfer learning approach
to recognize compound characters by transferring knowledge from pre-trained basic characters to CNN.

Scikit-learn is an undeniably prominent AI library. It is written in Python and is intended to be produc-
tive and straightforward, accessible to non-specialists, and reusable in various contexts [19]. It highlights vari-
ous clustering, classification, and regression computations, including SVM, k-means, random forests, and DB-
SCAN, and also works with the scientific and numerical Python libraries called SciPy and NumPy. Few Python
libraries have strong execution in most areas of AI computation, and Scikit-Learn is truly outstanding [20]. It is
a package that provides effective variants of an enormous number of common algorithms. Scikit-Learn features
a new, unified, and streamlined API, as well as equally valuable and complete online documentation [11]. One
advantage of this consistency is that once we understand the essential use and language structure of Scikit-Learn
for one type of model, switching to another model or algorithm is exceptionally easy [21]. The Scikit-Learn
library must be installed prior to use and is essentially based on scientific Python (SciPy). This stack includes
NumPy, SciPy, Matpotlib, IPython, Sympy, and Pandas. The library is focused on modeling data. It does not
focus on loading, controlling, and sketching data [22].

Now that many systems have already been established for the task of character recognition, many
results are compared based on maximum precision [23], [24]. The role that Scikit-learn plays in classifying
languages is outstanding. Scikit-learn estimators follow certain principles to make their behaviour increasingly
predictive. The precision level of Scikit-learn, which works even better when combined with other techniques
such as SVM, can distinguish the complex characters of any language with more ease and gives better results.
Some famous compilations of models offered by Scikit-learn include clustering, cross-validation, dimension-
ality reduction, ensemble methods, feature extraction/selection, parameter tuning, and manifold learning [25],
[26].

Most of the studies mentioned above use neural network architectures, deep neural network architec-
tures, and a combination of SVM and MLP. Very few papers use SVM alone. Moreover, the studies that have
used SVM have also used MLP in conjunction with it. The works that used neural networks proposed a very
complex architecture and a resource-intensive system. So, it is high time to investigate a simple approach and
compare the results with the existing approaches. With this background, this study proposes a very simple
architecture for recognizing the vowel signs of the Bangla alphabet.

3. PROPOSED METHOD
The proposed method is divided into two segments for easy and understandable implementation. The

first segment is about the preparation of the training dataset, which is unique for Bengali character recognition
and comes from the ”BanglaLekha-Isolated” dataset. The second segment is the prediction part which can be the
core of the system. In this segment, the derived dataset is trained with a SVM machine learning algorithm, and
a prediction model is built. The derived dataset used in this study is divided into two parts, one of which is used
for training the system and the other for testing. The proposedmethod uses a very simple architecture for Bangla
vowel character classification. Common image processing tasks such as edge detection and matrix generation
are used, and a simple machine learning model like a linear support vector machine is used. Although the
architecture is simple, the performance in classifying vowel characters is remarkable compared to other works.

In SVM, all points in a support vector problem are considered as one vector with one magnitude and
one direction. The vector of the point x is projected onto another vector w⃗ that is perpendicular to the median
line to classify it as positive or negative. If this projected value is greater than constant c, then it is a positive
sample. Otherwise, it is a negative one. The SVM is defined as the dot product of two vectors, where x is the
input and w is the perpendicular vector of the median line, expressed by (1).

w⃗ · x⃗ >= c (1)

3.1. Data preparation
This section describes the steps required to prepare the data for training the machine learning model.

Several steps are required to prepare the dataset, namely collecting raw images, deriving pixel output, and
creating a machine-readable file with comma-separated values (CSV). Figure 2 gives an overview of the data
preparation steps.

A machine learning approach for Bengali handwritten vowel character recognition (Shahrukh Ahsan)
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Figure 2. Data preparation steps for the proposed method

3.1.1. Collecting handwritten samples
There are very few Bengali datasets available online. ”BanglaLekha-Isolated” is chosen to take the

first handwritten samples so that we can train our dataset. The entire set contained a significant number of sam-
ples ranging from simple to modern handwriting and cursive. Two hundred samples are taken for individual
characters for implementation. These selected samples are later converted into the individual matrix of char-
acters. For the pre-processing of the examples, a median filter is used to remove the noise and keep the visual
edges comparatively sharp.

3.1.2. Deriving pixel output
The Python imaging library (PIL) is used for image processing-related tasks in this thesis. For example,

for manipulation and I/O operation of various image file formats. Some of the file types processed in this
system are joint photographic experts group (JPEG), portable network graphics (PNG), tagged image format
(TIF), graphics interchange format (GIF), and portable document format (PDF). The included modules contain
definitions for a predefined set of filters that allow the use of color strings, image sharpeners, and a high-quality
downsampling filter. Sample files input via our custom Python module are processed, and output is a pixel
matrix for individual alphabets.

3.1.3. Creating training CSV file
The proposed method requires a CSV file containing all pixel matrices of handwritten sample char-

acters as input to the machine learning algorithm. This has not yet been implemented for Bengali digits and
characters to the best of the authors’ knowledge. After getting the matrix as output from the pixel generation
of each raw image, it is stored in a single line for each output in the CSV file. This line contains a label that is
the first index or character in that line. We separate the label followed by the matrix with a comma. This CSV
file is needed for the next phase to distinguish the two.

3.2. Machine learning model training and prediction
In this step, a machine learning model, namely SVM, is trained with the prepared training dataset and

later the prediction is executed in the trained model. A custom Python module is developed to read the dataset
from the CSV file as individual matrices. All image pixel matrices from separate rows and their corresponding
labels are trained serially and the trained data is stored in a decision tree classifier as arrays. The implemented
algorithm takes the row of input image pixel values and matches them with the trained images from the decision
tree classifier. The value of the input image pixels and the trained image pixels are matched, and the label to
which the data most closely matches is returned from the trained images and printed as a prediction of the
input image. A black and white output image of the 28x28 matrix is displayed in a new and different window.
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Figure 3 represents the overview of the training and prediction process of the system. In this study, SVM was
used for the classification task because the SVM algorithm is simple and fast. Compared to other algorithms
such as artificial neural network (ANN), CNN, random forest (RF), the structure of SVM is very simple to
implement and faster than the mentioned approaches considering the performance of the model [27, 28].

Figure 3. System training and prediction steps of the proposed method

3.2.1. Implementation of SVM model
Python is an incredibly useful programming language on its own, but with the help of somemainstream

libraries it becomes an amazing domain. Running SVM with Scikit-Learn in this project requires importing
libraries like NumPy [29], Pandas [30], and Matplotlib [31] alongside the dataset. NumPy stores estimates of
similar information types in a multidimensional array. Scikit-Learn has the SVM library, which has worked in
classes for various SVM algorithms. The support vector classifier (SVC) class, which is included in the SVM
library as SVC, performs the classification task [32]. This class requires one important parameter, which is the
kernel type. Given a simple SVM, we essentially set this parameter to ”linear” since a simple SVM can only
characterize linearly distinguishable information. The fit technique for the class SVC is invoked to prepare
the algorithm for the training data that is passed as a parameter to the fit strategy. To make predictions, the
prediction technique for class SVC is used [19].

3.3. Evaluation metrics
Precision, recall, and F1 are evaluation metrics for machine learning classification models [33]. How-

ever, they are different methods to measure the accuracy of a model from different angles. True positives (TP)
and true negatives (TN), and false positives (FP) and false negatives (FN) are values that indicate how often a
model correctly or incorrectly predicts a particular class. For instance, a classification model predicts words A
and B. If the model avoids most errors in predicting both words A and B, then the model has high precision.
If the model makes no errors in predicting A as B, then it has high recall. However, what if the model excels
at predicting one class but fails at the other? Here it would be misleading to consider precision or recall in
isolation. This is where F1 comes in, which balances and considers both precision and recall. The metrics are
calculated using (2) to (4).

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
(2)

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
(3)

F1 = 2 ∗ Precision ∗Recall

Precision+Recall
(4)
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3.4. Experimental setup
All experiment codes are written in Python programming language, version 3.6.5. The Scikit-learn

library is used for system training, data processing, and image processing-related tasks. A laptop with an AMD
Ryzen 4800H processor, a GTX 1650 GPU, and 24 GB RAM is used as training and testing hardware with the
Windows 10 Professional Edition operating system.

4. RESULTS ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
The SVM is a widely used machine learning technique with significant results on high-dimensional

datasets. SVMs have been particularly studied and evaluated as pixel-based image classifiers [34]. Sample
images are used to train the SVM, and the final image classification results are satisfactory in the experiment
conducted. The results of this experiment are based on the derived outputs. The prediction is achieved by the
number of correct predictions of the test images. After processing and training our datasets with SVM in Python,
the result is extracted. A correct prediction is considered only if the predicted value matches the actual label of
the image. To measure accuracy, we determine how many of the test images are actually predicted correctly.
If the predicted value matches the actual label of the image, the image is predicted correctly. Therefore, a
variable count is incremented for each correctly predicted image based on the actual label. Once the final
count value is determined, it is divided by the number of input images entered and then multiplied by 100
to obtain the percentage accuracy of the system. The result is a prediction accuracy between 87% and 94%
and an average accuracy of 91% for all vowel signs. However, the work mentioned in [17] achieved 93.18%
accuracy in classifying vowel characters, but it used a very complex deep neural network model, whereas the
model we proposed uses a very simple structure and the difference in accuracy is very small. Table 1 shows the
experimental results obtained for all vowel characters.

Table 1. Obtained result of all vowel characters with accuracy, precision, recall and F1 scores from the
experiment

Character Accuracy Precision Recall F1
অ 94 61.97 88 72.73
আ 92.36 55.56 80 65.57
ই 92.36 55.13 86 67.19
ঈ 92.73 58.33 70 63.64
উ 92.27 60 78 67.83
ঊ 90.73 49.23 64 55.65
ঋ 87.82 38.03 54 44.63
এ 92 53.57 90 67.16
ঐ 88.54 43.3 84 57.14
ও 87.64 40.63 78 53.42
ঔ 90.18 47.5 76 58.46

It can be observed from Table 1 that the letters which possess similar patterns to others (আ, ঊ, ঐ, ঔ )
has a comparatively lower recognition accuracy. Even in real-world scenarios, different handwriting types lead
to confusion, even to the human eye at times. With the exclusion of some misclassifications, machine learning
does reduce this, given that significantly more training is done. A visual representation of the outcome of the
experiment is presented in Figure 4, which shows the comparative scores of accuracy, precision, recall, and
F1 scores obtained by the experiment for all eleven Bengali handwritten vowel characters. Furthermore, the
training and testing accuracies of the model for 50 epochs are depicted in Figure 5.

Therefore, from the approach, it can also be deduced that Scikit-learn is a good library for image
classification and clustering. It fully transforms the input data for the machine learning algorithm and compares
the parameters. It is used in our feature extraction and normalization method for better prediction of the result.
Overall, the SVM classification approach has shown great promise for recognizing vowel characters in Bengali
handwriting. The efficiency of SVM in reading a dataset like ours shows excellent results with only a small
amount of training required. It promises even better results withmore supervised training. SVM implementation
in Python is comparatively fast and makes the recognition task efficient. Although a very large dataset was not
trained for this study, the first step with SVM on a character matrix dataset showed impressive results. Table 2
shows the comparative results with some modern classification techniques.
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Figure 4. Comparative scores of accuracy, precision, recall and F1 metrics for eleven handwritten bengali
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Figure 5. Training and testing accuracy of the proposed model

Table 2. Comparison of the proposed approach with some existing studies
Study Classification method Accuracy

Rahman et al. [35] CNN 85.96%
Das et al. [36] MLP 85.40%

Bhowmik et al. [15] SVM 89.22%
Das et al. [2] MLP 79.25%
Roy et al. [37] DCNN 90.33%

Rahman et al. [38] BWS + FWS+TMS +MLP+MPC 88.38%
Proposed approach SVM with matrix mapping 91%

5. CONCLUSION
This paper describes an approach to implement SVM in Python through minimal training for hand-

written character recognition tasks. This system provides a model for recognizing Bengali vowels that can be
used efficiently for any other language. The new strategy has provided excellent results and seems promising.
It has an accuracy of up to 94% for a single character and an average of 91% for all characters. It is expected
that the research will provide positive insight into the few concepts involved and lead to advances in the field.
This is an area of great interest at present, and a large number of researchers are already working on it. This
method provides good results compared to existing methods of Bengali handwriting recognition and is more
efficient. In the future, we aim to improve further and develop new perspectives. Our current research is lim-
ited to vowel characters, but this method can be improved to recognize overwritten or compound characters,
words, sentences, and even entire documents. It has been shown that selecting appropriate feature extraction
and classification methods plays a crucial role in the performance of similar systems. We plan to become more
efficient in generating results and showing our model’s compatibility in handwriting recognition. In the future,
we will try to make this system more precise to achieve higher accuracy.
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